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ABSTRACT

This report describes a way to represent and operate on an
RDF dataset such the it behaves as an instance of a conflict
free replicable datatype. In this industry presentation, we
describe how we accomplish this for the Dydra RDF graph
storage service in a manner compatible with the SPARQL
Graph Store HTTP Protocol (GSP). The standard GSP con-
cerns the current store state only. Dydra retains previous
store states as active addressable aspects analogous to named
graphs in a quad store. It incorporates and addresses ar-
bitrary revisions of target datasets according to ETag and
Content-Disposition specifications in HTTP headers. Appro-
priate interpretation of these arguments permits to replicate
datasets among cooperating participants.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Dydra is an RDF graph storage service. It operates as a
cloud service, a local service or an embedded library. It
stores and retrieves the contents of RDF datasets through
SPARQL1, GraphQL[14], TPF2and LDP3 interfaces. It pro-
vides uniform access through the SPARQL query language
1The SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) is a
query language and protocol for RDF[8]-
2"Triple Pattern Fragments (TPF), a low-cost interface to triples"[30]
within the Linked Data Fragments framework[29].
3"Linked Data Platform (LDP) defines a set of rules for HTTP opera-
tions on web resources, some based on RDF, to provide an architecture
for read-write Linked Data on the web"[9]
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to a variety of data sources, from local RDF quad stores, to
local and remote SQL[13] stores, and remote REST4 data
servers. Dydra retains previous store states, in addition to
the current state, as active addressable aspects of a dataset
analogous to named graphs in a quad store by annotating
statements with temporal attributes5 and permits to ad-
dress these states as static projections through provision of
a REVISION argument in SPARQL and Graph Store re-
quests or as streams over MQTT[16] through provision of a
REVISION-WINDOW argument. Through an appropriate
interpretation of revision states, in combination with the
appropriate state transfer protocol, it is possible to com-
prehend repositories as components of a distributed store
which behaves as an instance of a conflict-free replicated data
type and use them as the storage substrate for distributed
collaborative document management.

This document describes how Dydra’s schematic repos-
itory storage model and Graph Store Protocol extensions
combine to provide this capability. The next section describes
a schematic graph revision model which fulfils the require-
ments of a conflict-free replicable data type. Section 3 in-
troduces the Graph Store Protocol and describes extended
requests which convey annotations necessary to replicate
graph revisions. Section 4 proposes an approach to establish
semantically correct states.

2 A MODEL FOR GRAPH REVISIONS

AS CRDT

Lamport [19] describes the requirements to order events in
a distributed system. He intends to afford causality to the
process by deriving a total order for the events in order
to achieve "correct" operation, where "correct" intends : all
participants agree as to one causality, in which any state
depends only on states which "precede" it. As one example,
where correctness matters, he discusses how to arbitrate
access to a shared resource. For this purpose he proposes,
"[i]t just involves making sure that each process learns about
all other processes’ operations." [19, p.151] For a temporal
RDF storage service, in Lamport’s terms the shared resource,
becomes the "𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒@𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 >= 𝑇𝑖". It can achieve

4The Representational State Transfer (REST) style is an abstraction
of the architectural elements within a distributed hypermedia system...
in order to focus on the roles of components, the constraints upon
their interaction with other components, and their interpretation of
significant data elements[12]. Dydra supports Web API endpoints
which can be expressed in terms of the Hydra vocabulary[20].
5Dydra implements a transaction-time temporal RDF store[1][28] with
a particular form of what is characterised as a "timestamp-based
approach"[10].
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a form of eventual correctness6 and derive it retrospectively,
rather than àpriori, by relying on asynchronous local clocks
and convergent replicable data types. A participant may
assert states for times after they have been admitted to
the process only and assertions take the form of statement
additions and removals with annotations to specify their
provenance. Based upon these, replicas will converge globally
on a state which reflects causality.

The treatments of RDF graphs as CRDT follow from
Shapiro’s Strong Eventual Consistency (SEC) model and its
application to set and graph data types. Within this model,
if an object supports commutative, associative and idempo-
tent operators, it qualifies as a Convergent Replicated Data
Type (CvRDT) [26, p.6][27]. Initial work by Weiss[31] and
Nedelec[23] applied this approach to collaboratively edited
text documents to demonstrate that is is possible to satisfy
CRDT ordering requirements by replicating identifiers which
are generated locally by incrementally uniquely modifying
existing identifiers. Bieniusa [4] and Deftu [7] described more
effective implementations of Shapiro’s Observed-Removed-
(OR)-Set. An RDF dataset is a set of statements which
model a graph [6]. The standard HTTP Graph Store access
protocols[24] permit to add to and remove statements from
graph. For an RDF dataset which follows just the standard
abstract semantics, these operations do not fulfil all of the re-
quirements to qualify as a CvRDT. The operations insertion
and deletion are idempotent and associative, but they are
not commutative. Aslan’s C-Set [2], Ibanez’s SU-Set [18][17]
and Zarzour’s B-Set[32] extend the OR-Set and apply it to
distributed semantic stores by following the example of local
identifier generation and associating some combination of a
presence indicator and provenance record with each operand
statement in order to satisfy the SEC requirements and allow
operations to converge on a shared state.

As a revisioned RDF dataset extends the standard seman-
tics to distinguish versions, it is instead possible to order
operations according to the rules for asynchronous clocks
and, with that ordering, to render the operations commuta-
tive. This is possible, if one ensures that each modification is
labeled in such a manner that a means exists for all partici-
pants to establish the same subsequent state given the same
eventual knowledge of events. This, in turn is possible if the
labels are sufficient to place all operations in a space from
which all participants can establish the same total order for
events in order to produce the same projection for any given
location in the space. This is accomplished by establishing re-
vision identifiers which follow Lamport’s rules for distributed
clocks: each revision is identified by combinations of
𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑇 𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑝×𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑑× (𝐴𝐷𝐷+𝑅𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑉 𝐸) (1)

and ordering them by first comparing the time value, then
the mode number and then the operation, for which ADD pre-
cedes REMOVE. As the store is revisioned, all states are re-
tained and the behavior is that of a Last-WriterWins(LWW)-
element-Set [25, p. 24], but without the tombstone overhead.
6 The approach relaxes the requirement, that a local clock be adjusted
to reflect remote timestamps[19, p.560].

3 GRAPH STORE PROTOCOL

EXTENSIONS

The core of the Dydra RDF service is a revisioned quad store,
which is accessed through the W3C RDF Graph Store (GSP)
and SPARQL protocols. As an extension to standard RDF
semantics [6], the store implements the versioning pattern,
as described above ("timestamp/participant/operation"), In
order to permit operations which express the terms described
above, the information must be conveyed in Graph Store
Protocol requests. This means any extensions must be com-
patible with the GSP/HTTP protocol at the protocol and
the application level.

The standard GSP update methods are
∙ DELETE: delete the request content from the the

graph.
∙ POST: add the request content to the content of the

graph.
∙ PUT: replace the content of the graph with the request

content.
We extend these to

∙ use multipart/related content as a sequence of sub-
GSP operations in a PATCH request to modify store
content,

∙ use an ETag header to specify revision identifiers, and
∙ use a Content-Disposition request header to define,

subscribe to and route PATCH requests.
Where these requests identify no revision, a revision identi-

fier is generated which combines the current participant-time
position of the service node with the operation identifier.
If a revision identifier is provided, that is asserted as the
participant-time position. In order to provide for the case
where an operation comprises both additions and deletions,
the PATCH operation is also supported in a manner which
accepts multipart/related request content to perform the
composite operation within a single store transaction. Such
a request would take the form illustrated in figure 17. It
replaces the ’x’ property of a node by sequencing a DELETE
and a POST operation and positions the result revision by
providing an ETag. The Content-Disposition identifies an
exchange which indexes WebSocket[11] connections to partic-
ipants over which the PATCH requests are sent in order to
replicate state.

4 APPLICATION-LEVEL SEMANTIC

INTEGRITY

The CRDT approach guarantees eventual consistency be-
tween trusted nodes at the RDF graph level. It does not
address malicious or untrusted participants at the applica-
tion level and it does not provide means to address application
level semantic constraints, e.g. double spend race conditions.
We propose to mitigate malicious operations by recording
7The example depicts N-Quads[5], with the lines are wrapped for pre-
sentation. Where structural anonymous nodes[21, p. 425] are required,
Turtle[3] can be used to distinguish identifiers with document scope
and dynamic extent from those with indefinite extent and a scope
which comprises the surface shared among the replicas[15].



PATCH / jhacke r / t e s t / propagate HTTP/ 1 . 1

Content - Type : mul t ipar t / r e l a t e d ; boundary=PATCH

Etag : d745f480 -2661 - 1 1 e9 -9 eb9 -010203040506

Content - D i s p o s i t i o n : r e p l i c a t e=d3graph

- -PATCH

X-HTTP- Method - Overr ide : DELETE

ContentType : a p p l i c a t i o n /n - quads

< http :// example . org /5 f3bc330 -2052 -11 e9 -82 ae -010203040506 >\

< http :// example . org /x>\

"963"^^ < http ://www.w3 . org /2001/XMLSchema#intege r > .

- -PATCH

X-HTTP- Method - Overr ide : POST

ContentType : a p p l i c a t i o n /n - quads

< http :// example . org /5 f3bc330 -2052 -11 e9 -82 ae -010203040506 >\

< http :// example . org /y>\

"291"^^ < http ://www.w3 . org /2001/XMLSchema#intege r > .

- -PATCH- -

Figure 1: HTTP PATCH request

each parent revision in order to capture provenance chains
and suppressing any states asserted by such participants
based on the location information encoded in the revision
identifier. Where the revisions from a specific location are
suppressed, a temporal projection is then computed as if they
were absent, their effect is eliminated from any projection and
their support is removed from any dependant revision. Cor-
rectness is then established by electing the states which derive
respectively from the earliest independent parent revision.
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